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Cast and crew Director and screenwriter:
James Nicholson Producing director: Christina
Kelly Director of photography: Mika Fleming

Music: David Hemmings Editing: Martin
Lamb Cinematography: Richard Heins

Production design: Liz Forlani Make-up:
Emma Snively Wardrobe: Jane Horn

Production After filming some independent
features, James Nicholson was able to use his
writing and directing skills to get a TV series.
Critical response David Hewitt of PopMatters
criticized that the film never really ends, and
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that it "begins in a manner that feels
deliberately self-conscious, slaps on a new coat

of paint that barely conceals the cracks, and
then ends by throwing in a few anachronisms
and reveling in its own bad taste." References
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filmsTuesday, November 16, 2016 Jamaica's
Public Education Crisis Yesterday the

Jamaican Government, having recently settled
with its creditors after spending three months
in the wilderness, cut the Jamaican Teachers’
Union’s pay (what it hasn’t already sacked and
laid-off) by 18% and will now make payment a

combination of wages and bonuses. Why did
the Government do that? What is it trying to

achieve? The reason, apparently, is that
although wages were still below the minimum
wage in July (10.60 a day), the union expected
that wages would now increase to 10.75. The
Government could easily have maintained a

wage freeze for a few more months, until the
unions agreed to negotiate a new collective
bargaining agreement, but opted instead to

reduce the pay of one of the two largest
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organisations representing Jamaican teachers.
The Government’
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